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File shows Butler plead guilty
to felony charges in April
The Clfmmr reported that Darwin Butler,
!J n September.
often cotltroversial
Association, was r-.
a one-year sentence in

the
Government

~ident of the Srudent

g

the St. Louis County Jail a
I convicted of felony stealiog and credit-device frau Butler as able to allend ffi,·f-St.,
Louis because a judge
illl work release.
After several weeks, a nati aI wswire picked up the
story and UM-St Louis stude s f nd Butler featured on
national cable-television show
liened on radio talk
shows, and covered in the St.
oSI·Disparch.
Eventually, Butler ended u
in jail while waiting for
the courts to SOft out anempts. to revoke his work release and a
request to ex.tradite him to Nevada 10 face several different
cbarges.

n;e-Dail), FrfM PI~
(U·WlRE) BOSTON Graduate student Jeff Considine

is a. man in demand- a major
cOrpJratioo is.offering him a

starting salary of $63,000.
But, he is not sure if he wants
the job. To Considine, who win
graduate with a computer sci·
ence degree, the $63,001 offer
from Compaq is a run-of-the-miLl
starting salary in the computer
field. Compaq is just one of
many companies courting
Considine.
Fadng a variety of offm, he
expects to have his pick of jobs
upon graduation, but hasn't
made a decision yet.
And he is not atone.

According to a recent
Univer.;ity of Michigan survey,
Considine is one of many students fadng a rich job market,
where starting salaries are up 3
to 5 percent. The study also
found that the cotlege labor
market is expected to expand 10
to 15 percent in the upcoming
year.
"In general, salaries are up,"
said Boston University Career
Services Director Richard Leger.
Through the combination of
extra benefits and high salaries,
Leger said, corporations hope to
lure top candidates, especially
Internet operatoo, desig~ and
security programme:rs.
"Anything tha t clicks into the
Net seems to be doing very well
right now, " Leger said. "My
guess is technotogy is ... going to
command top dollar and be com·
petitive. "
Leger says two factors typi·
cally determine a starting salary
•• geographic location and job
type.

According to the Electronic

Committee votes t o e xpress
'no ·confidence' in Chancellor
c-1 he year-long dispute between some faculty members and
I Chancellor Blanche TouhilI came to 11 head when the

Th e University a nnounced in Febru ary that the Mt.
Provide nce buil ding wa s sch eduled t o be torn
d own early next year as part of a highway c o nstru ction project. T he Ad ult Day Servi ces Cente r
o nce housed in the structure was closed during
the s ummer.

Faculty Courn:il Select Corrunioee on.Fiscal Practices cast a
Wlanimous vote to express "00 confidence" in Toulu11.
1he committee also issu
repolt Sept 15 st.1ting
that TouhiU "implemented
policies" and ''cre~
ated chronic fiscal crisis ~
is campus: '
The committee recomAfel
Faculty Council
"consider the question of wh
it, embers retain confihip," but the Faculty
dence in Chancellor Touhill"
Council never formally
1999.
On Nov. 8, Touhill ~
j by wril;ing '"An Open Report
to the Campus CommunI 1fi"3~ the issues nused by
the comminee.
Later, the UM System issued a report that concluded that
while there were problems with the dedsion~making process,
there was no pattern of intent to directly vi9iate the planning
and governance process."

Board of Curators considers
sexual orientat ion c lause

The Urge perlormed at Mlrthday in April and d rew
a large c rowd. Th eir unique br and of sk a/m et a l
provided a l ot of ene rgy for the day's f est iviti es.

<'1 be Board of Curators voted in February to make Executive

I Order 3, which called on UM chancellors to help srudents
develop healmy attirudes t
nt kinds of peop le~ into
UM Syste.m policy. This
from some srucknts
who felt the order didn't

The Music
De partm ent
b rought the at er bac k to
UM·St. Louis
with " Man of
La M anc h a."
Ma rk
Madsd en,
pi cture d
here, direct ed and
st arred in
the play,
which had a
successfu l
run .

recommended that
sfy some srudents,
r being removed

Longtime UM·St. Louis hoops
coach resigns after 17 years
hJ J inds of change swept through the UM·St. Louis athletic

Engineering Times, engineers

working in Northern Catifomia
make more money than anywhere else in the nation.
Leger urges students to begin
their job search as earty as their

freshman year to familiarize
themsetves with job search
resources available Of! campus.
"Get an idea about what you
like doing, .. Leger said.
"Ultimately, you're going to be
good at what you do because

'VV

department when head baskethall coach Rich Meckfesse!
his resignation in M ~er the Rivennen fin·

ilJI.IlOUDCed

ished the season with a 7-19
6 era11.
The resignation marked
basketball. as Meckfessel J>"d}!oj;nli Rivemlen head coach
for 17 years. Meckfesse~ 1J 2 2
rd made him UM-St.
Louis' winningest coac anJl1e w.!s n: ed the MlAA Coach
of the Year three times. L..,..,......,.
in April, the University hired
Louis aJunmus, to fill me head c
·nOll. Under Bernsen,
the Rivermen have jumped 10 a 3-1 start this season.

you like it"

Senate ·votes to accept
governance rest ructuring plan

Index

/I cting on a proposal from a comminee fonnoo to examine
N University governance the University Senate vmoo to
Bulletin
Board
.........................

2

.~~~.~~. f_~L._ .......,,_ .................. }
Q.p.~n.~~~.~ .... _.................._.... _....~
.~.~.~.~................. -......................... ~.
Other .~.~~.~............ _....
Classifieds ................
..........................

6-7
9

I.~~.J!~r.~..I~!?~.~...................... ~

divide itself into two new QvC'nwlg bOdies: a Fllculty Senate
and a University Assembl •
Proponents of the ch

pus governance process aM ~
in that process.
L..I'....
Although the Chatlge inc ases
mon of srudent
representation in the U
hers of the Senate voiced
15
( the change and proposed two amendments to the re'S'O unon. Both amendments
were defeated.

The im plos io n of the Are na, f o rm e r hom e of the St.
Louis Blues, i n Fe b ruary left m any UM -St. Loulsans
wit h o nly m e m or ies of the landmark t hey held
dea r•
Photos by Stephanie Platt} Tbtt CI(IWII
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Bulletin Board
Tuesday, Dec. 14
• Week ly Prayer Grou p at Newman
Center (8200 Natural Bridge) at 7:30
p.m . Free pizza got Chris here. free
hot dogs got Ron connected. What
does it take to bring you??? For more
info call Betty at 385-3455.

Friday, Dec. 17
• Memories of the Century a division
breakfast hosted by the Office of the
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs will
be in the the Alumni Center from 7:30
to 10 a.m. Please bring memorabilia
dating any time from 1900 to 1999.
Please send two pict ures of yourself
(one of when you were young and one
of you now) to Marilyn Ditto, 301
Woods HaU, by Dec. 14, there will be a
contest. There witt also be a sign up
sheet available to bring food contributions.

.
II student organizations (I1ld
rd is a semel! protJidglJree of charge 10 a
t £vents Sulletin Board is 5
TOe cummt Even lS Bulletln ~. . [)eali1in2Jor submissiOns 10 The curren
niZtl/iOHS{llui is on

Put it on the aoarct.

Sunday, Dec. 19
Catholic Mass will be held every
week at 6 p.m. at South Campus
Residence Chapel.

.

'", dl'fVlrtmenlS and dJllfstons.

"deration is giver/to gudent

cnw .

'-_ etIetll

UnweTSJ'.1 "T- pub/icati01t spacecon5l
ed lemt twO weeks pnorlO I,,,,
.
p.nL every 1hu~~~..; We suggest all submissions be JX>s! (Il . MO 63121 or fax 516-681/.
ajirst<Drne,jirst-.senJt:t· ~s.
7940Narura l Bridge Road, 51. fj)UJ5 •
Send submissions 10: Enn SITemmei.
indic ated.
. . ~I'" atherwt$ll
AlIlls ttn9S use 516 pNfilI.

At 11 p.m. Ufliversity Police arrested
a person wanted on outstanding war·
rants from Florissant.
November 28, 1999
At 9: 10 p.m., a facultY 'member
reported that his office compu t er
had been tampered with and 18
months of information was lost. The
The Campus CrimeLine

.. 0 ....

Prod. Nsociale
RenIIwd • Prod. Manager

WebEtiirar

-----

Dan. CajOcanJ • Business AssodaJe
Shaivon paftlns • NCUJ$lts$OdQJe

Have A

Anne Port... . FMlures Associale

NIck &owrn.1 • Sports Associate
RaduteI 0Idgtey • Sporn Aweiale

DnkI .M,ghat • Prod Associate
Jason Loven • Copy Edilqr
ErIn Sbei,I,MtI • Prod. AssistanJ

8enIw.1iI, Israel ' Proojmuier

Staff: Brian Douglas, Jamie
Keny, Mary lindsley,
Stephanie Platt

7940 Na tUl'a l Bri d g e Roa d
St. Loui s, M issouri 63121

mit was stolen from her car. The
doors to the car were not locked.

November 29, 1999

Two Hewlett·Packard laptop computers and a network card were reported stoten from 134 Social Science
Building between Nov. 24 and Nov.

29.
The items contained in the stolen
backpack were recovered. The books
had been sold to the bookstore. The
recorder tapes were found in a
restroom toilet at J . C. Penney.

Ow. ls Karamat • Bu.:,-iness Manager
JIod UnvfMe · Facuit), N:1viser
Tom Wombacher • Iodverfising Vir.

AdvertiSi"l! Rep.
Catherine ' Films &iitor

i ncident occurred at 513 Benton Hall.

A student reported that her backpack
was stolen from the bookstore storage shelves at 11:30 a.m. The backpack contained textbooks, a special
tape recorder for the blind, and
recorder tapes.

Ken DIInIdn • Ma'fltlging Editor

Amy ~rdo • Features Edt/or
Dave Klnworthy • :i;:Iom Editor
Cory BIKKwood • 11&£ Editor

THE CAMPUS CRI M E L INE
November 23, 1999

Joe Harris • Editor·in,Chie!

.

Saturday, Dec . 18
An nual Toys for Tots Party, span·
sored by Sigma Pi will start at 9
p.m and is open to all UMSl stu dents. Girls must be 18 and guys
must have a college ID. Admission is
a new, wrapped toy or money donation. The house is located right
across from Taco Bell at 8645
Natural Bridge Road. Any questions
call 426-0078.

December 13, 1999 ~

A student residing at University
Meadows reported that a set of keys
was stolen from her apartment door.
They had been forgotten. University
Meadows was also notified.
December 1 t 1999

A student reported that som etime
before Dec. 1 her student parking
permit was stolen from her car.
A student reported that sometime
between Nov. 29 at 1 p.m. and Dec.
1 at 1 p.m. her student parking per-

il l/ /it-e 5t'1l/<t' prot !dtYl hI' fhe

I 1/ 'I /IJ/II'

December

2.

(3/4) SIHI7S

Fax • (JI-f) SI6<J81 /

e m . lI:

A counterfeit student pa rking permit
was discovered on a vehicle parked on
the fourth floor of the new West Drive·
South Garage. The parking permit was
confiscated. -The incident wilt be
referred to the Student Affairs office.

CUI'Tt'I'II@jinx wnsl.ed!1
w e b s ite:

bItp://u'U'W.umsl eduI

studentli/t/curreru/

~twCnentI!.~~""~

December 3, 1999

A vehicle parked on the second level of
Garage liN" was found to have a counterfeit parking permit on the window.
University Police took possession of the
permit . The incident will be referred to
the Student Affairs office.
December 6, 1999

A residence at 8438 Geiger Road and
owned by UM-St. l ouis was burglarized
between 8:45 a.m. and 6:10 p.m.
Stolen from the residence were a
Phillips 25-inch television, a 13-inch
television, an Emerson VCR, VCR tapes,
CDs, women's underwear, and $400.00
in cash.

University Police discovered a counterfeit student parking permit to be disptayed on the window of a vehicle
parked on the fourth floor of the new

An arrest has been made in a burglary
case, which was reported to University
Potice on Nov. 14, 1999. The investiga-

\,fl, 11 (/""1/ ~/o 11./. '!I'II'~'

Sure the millenium is coming...
Good will fight evil and all that stuff but no
1:::::::J1'fa3 tter what the final outcome is dialup \fill
be a whole lot easier at UMSL.
J

Starting December 22, 1999 UM-St. Louis
ill be switching it's dialup system. Your
/
e-mail address won't change and you don't /
need new software, you'll connect diffe~yrlflY
•
./
your new Gateway ID.
usm
For instructions check the web site
www.umsl. edu/ - dialup or
pick up instructions at
the library, ssb 103,
computer store or
the technology support
center, 211 Lucas.

Here's to the future ...

gateway id

BusIness·

1999

A Hewlett-Packard Omni-Book was
reported stolen from 005 Computer
Center Building. There was no sign of
a forced entry. Th e actual time of
the theft is unknown.

HJILt, 1\.1>(/1(11/( III;', 1000,W',I.·

Newsroom. (3/4) 51&5174
Advertising . (314) 51&5316

West Drive-South Garage. The permit
was confiscated . The incident will be
referred to the Student Affairs office.
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Film discussion
group takes on
•
newcznema
BY MARY LINDSLEY

staff writer

If you love movies. chances are
you love talking about them too. You
kriow who you are. Going [0 a movie
thea~r isn't JUSt another way to spend

your spare time. For you, watching a
movie is like hearing a really juicy
piece of gossip-you can't wait to
pore over the details with someone
else.
The organizers of the Tuesday
Talkies, a film discussion group based
at the Tivoli Theatre, understand this.

They' ve created a way to do fonnalJy
what some movie lovers have been
doing informally for years---seeing a
movie and meeting afterward to hash
over its various aspects.
The idea for the Thesday Talkies
came about when Bill Shamleifer, an
avid movie-goer and a regular patron
al the Tivoli, began discussing with

some of me theater's staff members
the possibility of "getting some type of
movie club going." With lhe help of
Tivoli staffers Dale Sweet and John
Thompson, Shamleffer's idea came to
fruition last spring with the first meeting of the Tuesday Talkies.
As the name implies, the group
meets OD the second Tuesday Df each
month to watch one of the fihns running at the Tivoli. Aaendees men gather after the movie at either Blueberry
Hill or Riddle's (two of the Tivoli's
neighbors in the University City
Loop) to discuss what they've just
seen.
Sweet said that attendance at the
Tuesday Talkies varies, ranging from
SI!e

TALKIES,

~

A MY LOMBARDO

10

features ediwr

Partnership to open downtown ic~ skating rink aft~r Christmas
BY ANNE PORTER

·..·'..-· ...... ··· ~~;(li;;S;;C'ja'i~........·--·-· ......
Wmter means snow, !reering temperarures and ice. But winter weather,
contrary to popular belief, isn't' automatically a problem. The Downtown
St Louis Partnership is opening an
outdoor skating rink in the city of St.
Louis.
The "Downtown on Ice" rink will
begin operations Dec. 26 and will be
located in the Gateway Mall. The Mall
encompasses the area between 9th and
10th Streets.
The rink, owned by Los Tres
Papagayos, Inc. of Los Angeles. will

be transponed into St. Louis a week
before the skating will begin. Five
semi-tractor trailers will move the rink
in parts from California.
Included in all the set-up material is
580 pairs of skates for rentals. The
crew expects to have the ice made in
two days and to maintain it at 22
degrees for the dW1ltion of the rink's
life.
Bleachers will also be placed so
that spectators can walch their favorite
skater. Parking will be available on
Chestnut Street and Market Street as
well as 8th, 9th, 10th, alld 11th Streets.
''Downtown on Ice" covers 9,0Cl0
square feet and can accommodate 300

skaters at one time.
Admission costs $3.50 per person
with skate rentals available for $2.
Weekly IWlch specials for downtown
employees and students include both
me skate rental and session fee for $3
per person.
Jodi Jordan, !he special event~ program manager at Downtown St Louis,
has worked there for two yean;.
Jordan said the partnership is bringing"Downtown on Ice" here to provide local families with a healthy and
fun activity in the winter, when things
slow down. 1be rink will al~o provide
tourists with an outdoor experience
that has a long history in movies and

popular Culrure.
.Skating rinks have lnng been III
downto\vn ChiC.'lgo, New York and
Baltimore, while Houston and San
Diego have recently added rinks.
Downtown St. Louis Pannership
released the announcement on
Tuesday, and the news of the rjnk has
spread quickly.
'The response has been extremely
positive." Jordan said.
When Jordan called Home Depot
to order some indoorfoutdoor carpet,
the sales person had already heard
about "Downtown" through the media
before the announcement
The Parmership is also promoting

the link by distributing bookmarks at
local schl'ols Ul both Missouri and
Illinois.
if "Downtown" is successful,
Jordan hopes to make it a yearly event.
"It is new now, but hopefully it will
become a tmdition. If the response is
positive, yes, we will do it next year,"
Jordan said.
The rink wi!! be in operation for 29
days. As its popularity grows, more
promotions will be added, such as
shows and broom-and-ball leagues.
" It llOt every day [someone] has a
chance to skate with JO buildings
around them:' Jordan said.

Can You Dig It?

Granteer looks for archaeology degree
1997. Despite having two children,

......._., .................... -......__...
stal! writer

BY MARY LINOSLEY

When she was a teenager, Shirley
Granteer got her first job. As the oldest of four children, t Granteer provided precious extra income for her
large family. It also meant puning off
going to college for a little while.
That was nearly fifty years ago.
What began as "a little while" turned
into decades, as Granteer went from
helping to support her siblings to
supporting a family of her own. Now,
at age 65, she has set out to eam the
bachelor's degree she has always
wanted. Granteer is a sophomore at
UM-SI. umis, majoring in archaeology with a minor in history. While
some students may view their undergraduate years as a long, tiresome
chore, Granteer would be hardpressed to find somewhere else she

three stepchildren and seven grand-

Granteer

would mther be.
Granteer decided to study archaeology, a subject far removed from her
work experience. Prior to entering
college, she worked for several different fmns as a legal secretary and
an offtce manager, finishing her
career at the Edison Brothers in

Childrell to keep her busy, she fOWld
the lifestyle of a retiree to be too
leisurely for her taste.
"Sheer boredom," Grameer said
with a laugh. "I'd always been active.
When my children were [youngerl. r
wa~ a Girl Scout leader, and I've
always done a lot of sewing and
things at home, but I needed the mental stimulation."
Rather than succumb [0 her boredom, Granteer saw retirement as an
opportunity to deal with the unfinished business of earning her degree.
Completing her education had never
been far from her mind while she
was working. She took enough college classes over the years to enter
school as a firnt-semester sophomore.
She started at UM-Sf. Louis last
January. finally able to pursue the

field she had long found to be exciting: archaeology.
" I've always been an avid reader
and [was interested in arcbaeology]
long before things like Indiana Jone~
came around," Oranlcer said . "I('s
just fascinating. Those 'poor savages' did so many things that they
were not given credit for."
GnlIlteer's interest is apparent to
Tim Baumann, a lecturer in archaeology. As one of Granteer's teachers,
he has seen her tackle her studies
with an unusual level of enthusiasm.
"Most people her age are stereotypically not that active or outgoing:·
Baumann said. "She's a very good
student. She goes above and beyond
what most srudents do in the class-·
room.
In addition to the two classes she
takes, Granteer also works as an
intem in the campus archaeology lab.

She works with prehistoric- and Ilistoric-era materials, helping to make
the University 's collections more
accessible to students and archaeologists in the region. She also participated ill a field school in Arrow
Rock, Mo., last summer. AJthough
the work al Arrow Rock involved
long hour.; of digging ulIough mud,
Grameer said she "enjoyed every
minute of it. It's a fun thing to do, and
you don't have to be an archaeology
major to enjoy it."
The fact that Granteer doesn't fall
into the typical age demographic of a
college student hasn't fazed her. As is
her narure, Granteer sees only the
positive side of her situation.
" I have quite a rappon with
younger individuals. I think they have
a 101 to teach us, just as we probably

phone: 516-5174
fax : 516-6811
.
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"The tragedy of life is
what dies inside a
milD while he lives,"
·Albert Schweitzer
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas For Our Time

"Is it progress if a
cannibal uses a knife
and fork?"
·Stanislaw J. Lee

Credit: PeTer's Quotations:
Ideos For Our Time

WIt's 00 e..xaggeratioo
to say Ihal the undecideds could go ODe
way or another,"
.George Bush
Credit: www.quote/and.(om

"'Be obscure clearly.

It

·E. B. White
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas For Our Time

"A verbal contract

isn't worth the paper
it's written on."
·Samuel Goldwyn
Credit: www.quote/and.com

S~
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Road rules: Instructions for operating your vehicle

GET TH1s!
. AMY LOMBARDO

Guess what? Thls is my last
semester at our grand school and,
therefort' , my last column. Now,
now. dry those tears, boys and girls.
I'm leaving you with a gift. I'd cal l it
a Chrisunas present. but I'm not
allowed to single out a SpeciflC holiday because I might offend someone.
So. I' ll just call il an end-of-the-year
trinket. If it doesn't apply \0 you,
please pass it on to a frieod or loved
ooe that may benefIt from it. It's little something l lik.e to call, "Amy's
Tips For Avoiding Fatal Accidents:'
Now, I realize lhat this may seem
elementary to some, but my personal
experiences have proven that there is

a large portion of the community that
needs some schooling in this area.
My first tidbit of infonnation concerns the big orange signs often spotted Oil the side of the road. Many of
you may have noticed that these
signs often coincide with construction. This is Dot just an eerie coincidence. Don't let the bright colors and
natural beauty fool you: these structures are not just for decoration. I
realize it can be confusing, but they
are actually there to wam you about
upcoming obstacles (and I don't
mean in a few days, J mean in a few
seconds). The more observant individual will also see that there are big,

black words on the signs that give
specific instructions. For instance. it
may
read, "RIGHT
LANE
CLOSED." For the simpler people,
there are usually giant arrows pointing in the left direction. This just
means, "00 THAT .WAY'· In either
case, you would move into the left
lane as soon as it is clear to do so. I
repeat, as soon as il is clear. Make
sure 10 look for any vehicles already
occupying the other lanes. lf you see
any type of automobile in your side
mirror and it is rapidly getting bigger, let lhem pass before changing
lanes. Remember, anything causing
drivers doing 60+ mph 10 slam on

their brakes is bad.
Another tricky question comes up
concerning the interior of the vehicle. You know that round thing used
to steer, conunonly called the
'wheel'? Well, there's a small lever
on the side which can be pushed up
or down. (No, that's the windshield
wiper. It's the other one). When
moved, it activates a light that clicks
in a rhythmic pattern. This is not a
gadget for keeping time to the beatS
of the songs on the radio. It is a tum
signal or 'blinker,' and it is used to
alen other drivers when you are tuming or changing lanes. You see, due
10 the Y2K bug, many people are

experiencing incorrect readings in
their car's telepathy option, so we
still need to commullicate the oldfashioned way on the road.
Those are JUSt a couple of helpful
hints to prevent road rage and the
like.
My way of showing how much I
care, if you will. I suppose I have
spread enough holiday cheer for one
year. Please know lhat I will dearly
m.iss our bi-weekly one-way conversations. Have a very Happy (fill-in
choice of holiday or exercise your
right nOl to celebrate here), and may
every day be a little beller than the
last.
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Fa culty-heavy senate
str ips students' power
The iS$ue:
Last Tuesday, the UM-St.
Louis University Senate
approved a plan that would
divide it into a University
Assembly and a Faculty
Senate. Students would still
be represented in the
University Assembly, but the
Faculty Senate would have
the real authority: On top of
that, any chance of student
representation on the steering committee (which affects
students as well as faculty)
was refused because it was
deemed necessary for the
faculty senate to deal with
"important work. "

We

sugges_t:, -_..1

Since the faculty makes up
75% of the current Campus
Senate, this perfectly illust rates how the faculty are
able to crush student representation when already
there's too little of it to
inftuence anything.

So what do you thin k?
Write a letter to the editor
about this issue.

The campus senate struck a
blow against lbe cause of student
representation Tuesday with tbe
passage of a flawed campus gover·
Dance proposal.
The plan, approved by a wide
margin, will split the senate into
two bodies, a Faculty Senate and a
University Assembly. The plan
graciously allows students to serve
on the Assembly which appears to
have few meetings, litcie power
and no obvious reason for existing.
The Faculiy Senate seems meanwhile to retain much of the present
senate's real authority.
But making this thinly-d is guised po wer p lay e ven worse
were the actions of the faculty
majority, whose comments and
votes made it painfully clear that
student involvement in campus
governance is not a priority at UMSt. Louis.
One of the mOSt disappointing
examples of the plan's problems
was the f<lilure of Amendment 3,
which would have placed two students on the steering committee, a
group whose actions affect both
bodies. The proposed student
membership wa~ Cut to one. But
even this was too strong a srudent
voice for some. One faculty member argued no student should sit on
the committee because the plan' s
purpose was to strengthen faculty
governance and even though the
comminee's actions wou ld have
ramifications for the Assembly, the
"important work·· would be dealt
with by the faculty senate. Another
asserted that a lone student repre-

sentative wouJd be "disproportionate" [Q other members. Tbe faculty-dominated senate agreed, rejecting the amendment and effectively
decided that the ideal proportion of
students on the committee would
be zero.
But the senate's latest action
seems only pan of an unfortunate
trend. Who can forget the senate's
September meeting at which faculty, who outnumber their student
collcgues by a margin of three-toone , voted themselves parking
privileges in student lots, while
students were denied reciprocal
rights in faculty lots.
Decisions like these only exemplify an apparent Jack of recognition by many faculty that they are
only one part of a campus community, a community composed not
just of professors but also parttime instructors, the students they
educate, the administrators who
manage the institution and the staff
members who make it run. Only by
listening to all of these diverse
voices can any community develop
a consensus about its future and
the actions best-suited [Q the interests of its citizens. Recent senate
meetings seem to be teaching students a very different civics lesson
- that democracy can be an effective tool for denying representation to an unwanted minority and
granting speciaJ rights to oneself at
the expense of others.
Let 's hope that this is one lesson the future alumni of UM-St.
Louis do not take with them into
the real world.

LETTERS

Editorial
Board
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Ken D unkin
I1Icmaging edftor

Stephani e P l a tt
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"Our Opinion" reflects the

Congratulations to Joe and news staff
f want to commend you and
your staff on the excellent job of
breaking the Darwin Butler story
and the stories that followed. I am
proud of you! Ho w exciting ! I am
a former editor o f 71,e Current,
and I can imagine the hard work
and hours that must have been put
in on those stories.
I do want to comment on the
leiter written by Carol Klaus in the
October issue. T he o nl y one
responsi ble for Darw in Butler's
problems is himself. It is crazy to
blame racism, UMS L, Th e

CllrrelH or anyone else. He alone
made the decisions to commit
those crimes, and be should pay
for it. Trying to play the race card
is a cop-out. Take a lesson. T he
only gift Mr. Butler has given you
is some great press and a poor
example of what student leadership should be.
To the staff of The Current: :
keep up the good work. As Joe's
column stated , when I fU"St came
to UMSL I also couldn't wait to
get out of there. 1 staned getting
involved working at the newspa-

per and eventually made editor. 1
also cherish the memories of
working late nights at the paper
and all the fun we had. As you will
see, some o f the friends you have
made there will be close friend s
for life. These are your best years!
Enjoy it while you cao. When I
graduated it had been so far one of
the happiest days of my life. Carry
on!
-Mic helle McMurray
former editor

majority opinion of the
editorial board

GUEST COMMENTARY

Meaning of the season lost
Mail
letters to (he EditOr
i940 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121

Phone

(314) 516-5174
Fax

(314) 516-6811
E mail
currem@jinx,umsl.edu
Letters to the editor
should be brief and those
not exceeding 200 words
will be given preference.

We edit letters for clarity,

length, and grammar. All
letters must be signed
and include a daytime
phone nu mber.

The holiday is upon us. With a strong economy, abstracts al l the religious rituals of the Christmas searetail and on line sales are up. The SI. Louis Galleria, sons and honors seven princ iples that should be pracwanting to reap all the fruits of the country ' s pros- ticed year round. Umoja (unity), Kujichagulia (selfperity, even tried to keep it s tenants from advertising determination), UjiIDa (collective work and responsibility), Nia (purpose), Kuumba (creonline sales, which may cut in on consumers walking into their doors. UMativ ity), and Imani (faith) are principles
(hat are remembered and reaffumed
St. Louis has decked the buildings with
lights and ho lly. And children are
from December 26th to January 1st.
preparing their li sts for when they sit
African-Americans
celebrating
Kwanzza do it together with family and
on Sant a's lap. With many Americans
gelling caught up with the hustl e and
friends.
bustle of the season, the reaSOI] for the
This Christmas season is the dawn of
season is getting lost.
a new millennium, and as a beneficiary
Whether you are a Chri stian or
of a prosperous year, Americans have
the opportunity to give like we have
Muslim, the spirit of giving that the
never been able to do before. I implore
holiday season produces can be appreciated by all. Many religions teach il CHARMANE MALONE you to remember those who are less
is good to give, be it tithing, donaguest commentator
fortuna te than yourself; give time
where there isn't money. It is said that
tions, Zahac, or time; people of all cultures and religious backgrounds participate in holi- however you set off yo ur new year will be a snap
da y generosity.
sho t of how your year will look. So as we approach
Christmas season is also a time of remembering the end of the 20th century, let's set the standards for
your spirit. As an African-American, I participate in the next.
the holiday tradition Kwanzza. This celebratio n

A few suggestions
for the holidays
I can't believe that Christmas Pokeman.
3.) Chrisnnas gift tip for the
time is here again. It seems like
yesterday we were j ust starring adult who has everything: fruit
school, strolling froro class to class cake.
in shorts and T shins in sunny, 904.) Respect your fri ends who
degree weather.
may have different religious
Now the semester is coming to a beliefs. For example, your Islamic
close, finals have started, and this is fri ends may be celebrating
the last issue of The Current this Ramadan whicb means they will be
semester.
fasting. So it would be rude to eat a
I guess realization that the sea- Big Mac in front of them.
5.) When wanting 10 avoid a relson is upon us first came 10 me on
Thanksgiving. After dinner, my ative who has approached you
aunt came to me and asked if I wishing to start a conversation,
could leU ber what 1
bring up a subjecl so
wanted
for
disarniing thaI your
relative will have no
Christmas so she
cou ld finish her
choice but to shut
shopping that weekup. For example, " I
end.
am appearing on
That weekend !
'The Jerry Springer
My response to
Show' next month
her-bah humbug.
to
discuss
my
Christmas break
bondage fetish ."
for students is really
•
6.) Football and
not a break. Sure,
beer are a good
we've got three
.JOE HARRIS
combination.
weeks away from
............: ...... :..........;.....
7.) To alleviate
edllor-m-cblef
holiday shopping
school; however, a
closer look reveals a startling stress, find the person buying any
fact-students still have no time 10 ' N Sync, Backstreet Boys , or
unwind.
Britney Spears merchandise and
Here is how it works: school beat the heck out of them.
ends, finals begin. Once final s are
8.)To get the most oul of Santa's
over, then students have to hustle visit, forget milk and cookies. If
around for Christmas. presents. By he's a real man, then he would prethe time students finally recover fer a six pack and a burger instead.
from the Christmas holiday, New
9.) Using credit-card fraud to
Year's rolls around. If students do buy gifts is not acceptable.
New Year's right, then by the time
10.) Cheap meal idea for poor
they recover from that party, school students: order from Domino's
starts again.
Pizza on Mondays. They have a
Add in seIf-supponiag jobs, and promotion that you get a dollar off
break becomes that much shorter. for every touchdown the Rams
So to my ovelWorked fellow stu- score the previous Sunday. With
dents, I offer 10 tips that will help the Rams playing teams that local
.you get through the holiday season. high schools can beat, you can get
I.) Do not drin k egg nog while a pizza for next to nothing.
working with Christmas tree lights
But seriously, have a safe and
or electric house lights. My friend 's happy holiday. Y2K will not end
dad made that mistake last year, the world, and everything will be
and he still has a convulsive twitch. normal when we come back in
2 .) Christmas gift tip for the January.
child who bas everything: anything

People are too busy
to enjoy the season .
If ' tis the season to be jolly' Christmas was the best day of the
then why did a guy tty to run me year.
over in the grocery store parking
BUI as f got older the mystique
lot?
has worn off. If I want something
ChriSUDas is supposed to be the now 1 just go out and buy it. So the
time of year where people are nice whole thing about Christmas being
to each other but il seems like about the gifts has been thrown out
every store that 1 go to seems to be the window for me. The season for
more insane than the previous. me is about spending time with my
family and resting,
There are people
pushing and shovtaking the time to see
ing. I had an easier
and talk: to people I
haven' t seen in qu ite
time driving the
highways in New
a while and spending
York than I did navtime away from work
and school. Resting
igating the aisles
with some of the
and getting away
people shopping. I
from jobs is the most
important.
can understand that
some people feel
A tradition my
like there is going
faintly bas hac.! for
KEN DUNKIN
to be a mad rush on
years is getting a
cenain items but
cheese cakes and
managing editor
there is no need to
ham. I'll have to
be a complete ass while shopping. admit I look forward 10 thi ngs like
ADd driving has become down- that more than anything.
righ t dangerous. Tbere are so
The entire holiday has become
many people out trying to get their too commercial. The displays and
shopping done making the roads holiday sales seem to start earlier
insanely crowded. ThaI's the first each year. The stores and advertissign the holidays are here; when I ers can't seem to start the holiday
get cut off by someone who has early enough for their liking. It
filled their car with too many can' t be a simple production such
boxes and can't see out of the win- as Halloween or even Easter.
dows.
Christmas is where the money is
Essentially Christmas has made.
become a holiday for the kids.
ChrisUDas is a time where peoThere is nothing like seeing the ple get crazy and blow all their
look on a kid's face when he gets a cash, but I still try to look forward
gift that he really wanted. My to this season. I do it because the
greatest feeling as a kid was run- hol iday means family. I just wish
ning into my living room and see- everyone else would do the same.
ing presents unde r the tree.

Faculty insecurities result in lost student representation

G UEST COMMENTATOR
..............•........ ,....

D. MIKE BAUER

That the student voice 10
University politics will be reduced by
the newly approved governance proposal is a given. That said, it is important to look at the. issue from more than
just the student perspective. We students must not get bogged down in
thinking that this new governance
structure was crealed expressly to
lim.it student representation. I've said
it before, but it needs repeating: Any
reduction of student representation (or
anything else otherwise considered
political power) is simply an occasion
of the governance proposal, and certainly not at the root of the thing.
Now, let's look at whal happened in
the Senate on Tuesday, though. Lt was
thought that perhaps some of the problems concerning the student voice
were mere oversights thaI the ad hoc
committee, whal with no sludent

members (8 separate problem itselt),
may have committed due to a lack of
our perspective. No problem there;
nothing a couple of well-placed
amendments couldn't foc So we ·
thought. The faculty overwhelmingly
rejected worthy attempts by the students to remedy the proposaJ's shoncomings, and with 11 3-to- I faculty-tostudent ratio in the senate, any vote
along party-lines will result in the faculty prevailing.
I have tried to reconcile my immediate response to Tuesday's senate session, which was that the facul ty
betrayed their insecurity about students' participation in campus politics.
I really tried to fmd another logical
reason for faculty 10 vote against
Senator Josh Stegeman's amendments, but fear and insecurity seem 10
be the only things I can settle on.

Why isn't there a logical reason?
Because the amendments made damn
good sense. For instance, at least one
student belongs on the steering committee (even the Bylaws and Rules
committee, which has a faculty
majority, agreed with thaI). The steering committee makes decisions that
affect the University Assembly as a
whole, not just the faculty, and when a
clause like CA.b-iv is included in its
charge: ·'[1t shall be the responsibility
of the sleering committee] to maintain
avenues of communication with the
faculty and student body", the argu.
ment couId be made that the exislence
of the steering committee mandates at
least one student voice. Professor Gail
Ratcliff's argument that putting a student on the steering comminee would
violate certain lofty principals of the
document dealing with the faculty

remaining in charge, "is pretty ludicrous in ligbt of the committee 's
charge, and considering that one stu.
dent on a committee otherwise made
up of faculty would pose zero threat to
any faculty decisions.
The rejection of the other amendment, which would have moved the
Committee on Curriculum and
Instruction out of the Faculty Senate
and intp the: University Assembly, is
equally illogical. To say that students
have no business voting on issues like
course proposals, changes in degree
req uirements, the grading system or
the University's calendar, which the
Committee would regularly bring to
the larger bOOy, is tantamount to saying that srudents don' t belong on the
Assembly at all. These are among the
very issues that students should be
most concerned with, and regardless

of whether students are on the comminee (which the faculty figure oUght
to appease us), the fact that students
won't get to vote on the committee's
issues is at the heart of the matter.
The newly approved governance
proposal is not without merit. It is an
excelJenl vehicle to streamline university governance and to clarify a lot of
misconceptions about who is really in
charge (it's the faculty, and they have
no shame in asserting that, as we saw
on Tuesday). It is flawed, however,
particularly in areas of student representation, and as long as the faculty
continues to refuse to grant even the
smallest concessions to the deserving
students, it will remain flawed . That is
why the document is unacceptable to
the stude·nts of UM-St. Louis.
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Tough stretch tests Ice Men
•

Nationally-ranked opponents
will test team's toughness
UM-St. Louis started a three-game

stretch of games against the upper-

echelon teams of the American
Collegiate Hockey Association. with
games against No. 1 Olinois, No. 2
ColiegeofDuPage, and No.3 Palmer.
The series started off with a bang, with
a decisive 6-3 viClOty over the Palmer
Dragons, and a 3-3 tie with lllinois.
''This stretch can really help us in
the national rankings," Head Coach
Derek Schaub said. ''Our team can
show what they are made of, and it

will be interesting to see how the guys
respond If we win these games, there
is no reason why wecan't be ranked in
the top five,"
The first game, against Palmer,

W"as arguably the best game the
Rivermcn have played to date.
''We played great hockey all 60
minutes, and it showed," Schaub said.
''The whole team played to potential,
and showed thai we can compete at
the h.ighest levels of collegiate bockey."
It didn't take long for the Rivermen
to start the scoring. At 11 :08 of the

first period. Dave HesseU got his first
of four points in the contest off of a
slapshOl from the left point that found
the top right comer of the net. Josh
Ulrich got the assist
The Dragons countered with a
rebound goal about [WO minutes later,
but UM-St. Louis fired right back,
with Keith Gaines scoring off of a
feed from Hessell, and that would
wmp up the scoring in the first period.
Four minutes into the second peri-

00, Ri verman Mike Getz. capitalized
on the first power play of the game off
of a solid pass from Rocky Alberti.
Palmer countered, this time on a
cross pass that beat goalkeeper Nathan
Frenkemberger high.
Forty seconds later, the Rivermen
came back with a slapshOl from the
hot stick of Ryan Craig, wbo since
coming back from a broken arm has
racked up 10 points in six games.
DUring the second intermission,
Schaub said he was very pleased with
his team's play.
"We only have 20 minutes left,"
Schaub said to the team during the
break. "Just keep up the intensity, and
finish strong."
Apparently, the defense was not in
the locker room when Schaub said
this, as Frankenberger would face 26
shots in the third period. He turned
away 25 of them to finish the game
with 44 saves. lbe Rivennen would
add a paiI of goals to wrap the contest
up wiUl 6-3 win.
The second game featured the
Rivennen in their third contest with
the top ream in the ACHA. This time,
they would put up a much bigger fight
than in their previous games.
"We had a sloppy second period,
which cost us [WO goals, but played
well the rest of the contest,"
Frankenberger said. "I think we all
know that we are highly capable of
competing at a higher level, and it
showed over the weekend."
illinois would score the only goal
in the first period, lighting the lamp on
a bouncer that squeaked under
Frankenberger.
'Their first goal was odd:'

Stephanie Plattl Tbt Cmnnl

Rivennan Keith Gaines (17) carri es the puck across center ice in an earlier game against Mizzou.

Frankenberger said. 'The puck
boUllced and went straight up in the
air, and someone just tipped it into the
net."
The Rivermen would go down 3-0
in the second. but rally with goals

Rivetmen blowout Bella.mine
-

-_.

staffassociate

1lle UM-St LoWs men's basketthe Great Lakes Valley Conference as
they defeated rival Bellarmine in an
offensive display, 73-58.
The Rivermen started the game
slowly with BeLlarrnine controlling
the offense.. shooting 43 percent and
holding UM-SI. Louis to 32 percent
from the floor. UM-St Louis trailed
Bellarmine 27-33 at tlie half.
Rivermen Head Coach Mark
Bernsen attributed the bad start to the
team's inability to get past the secondhalf mistakes against GLVC leader
Kentucky Wesleyan.
'We played two games in less than
48 hours." Bernsen said. ..A 1Q{ of our
first-half woes against Bellarmine
were carry-overs from the second·balf
woes from our game against
Kentucky Wesleyan."
The second half saw the Ri vermen
getting back into their game as they
had their best offensive run of the season, sbooting 54 percent, and connecting on a season·high 31 field goals.
'We shot the ball better," Bernsen
said. ''We executed our offense bener,
and we guarded better:'
UM ·SI.
Louis
smothered
Bellarmine's offense, holding them to
29 percent shooting and nine percent
from three-point range.
The Rivemlen also out-rebounded
Bellannine as UM-SI. Louis' Terence
Herbett registered his second doubledouble of the season with 14 points
and a game high 21 relXlUnds against
the Knights.
'Terence, after not playing and sitting out a 1m due to a foot injury last
year, gets better every game," Bernsen
said "He just played really well."
Other Riverrnen players with dou·
ble figures included Jim Schelich,
who led both teams with 17 points,
along with Brian Markus and Keehan
Johnson who posted II points each.

against-average to 1.69.
But UM ·SI. Louis could not
muster a goal, and the contest ended
in a hard fought draw.

QLV~

Women
B!i1:S;;Qrg
2-0
2-0
2-1
2-1
2-1

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-2
O-J

Iwn

GLVC Record
1) Northern Kentucky J-O
2-0
2) Kent ucky Weslyan
3) StU-Edwardsville
1-1
4) Bellarmine
1-1
5) Southern Indiana
1-1
6) lUPU-Ft. Wayne
1-1
7) UM-St . Louis
1-1
1-1
8) Lewis
9) St. Joseph's
1-1
10) Indianapolis
1-2
11 ) Quincy
0-2
12) Wi sconsin- Parkside 0-2

First time for everything •••

Riverwomen
beat Bellarmine
BY DAVE K.JNWOATHY

staffeditor

Stephanie Platt/ lbt-Curmll

Terrance Herbert skies for the tip against Harri s·Stowe in the home
open er. Hebe rt recorded his second doubl e-double of the season in
the win against Be llannine.

'The win now leaves UM-St. Louis
with an impressive 3- 1 Stalt on the

TIley are I-I in GLVC play.

=wo.

D AVE
KINWOR THY

............ .. ......................................

sports editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 51 6-68 11

Men
1) Kentucky Weslyan
2) Southern Indiana
3} Quincy
4) IU PU-Ft . Wayne
5) Northern Kent ucky
6) SIU -Edwardsville
7) Wisconsin ·Parkside
8) Lewis
9) UM-St, Louis
10) Indianapolis
11 ) Betlarmine
12) St. Joseph 's

ball team i,c; making a name for itselfin

95 percent, and raising his goals-

GLVC B-BALL STANDINGS
Iwn

BY RAcHAEL QUIGLEY

--

from Craig, Ben Gilbertson, and assistant captain John Winkler to end the
period at 3-3.
Frankenberger kept the Rivermen
alive, stopping 30 of 33 shots in the
contest, raising his save percentage to

The Riverwomen rebounded
from a heartbreaking loss against
KelllUcky-Wesleyan to soundly
defeat BeUannine 66-57.
In the Bellarmine matchup,
Tawanda Daniel Jed the Riverwomen
with 16 points while Amanda
Wentzel and Sara Mauck added 14
and 11 points respectively.
The victory against Bellannine
was the flfSl for UM-St. Louis since
the rivalry began in 1991.
Beilannille, prior to the game, was 8o against the Riverv.'omen.
On !.heir way to a good start on the
season with a 3-2 record, the
Riverwomen have been impressive
in their first two Great Lakes Valley
Conference matches.
UM-St. Louis boasts a .433 shooting percentage from beyond 19 feet,

which is second best in Ihe GLVC.
The Riverwomen also have Daniel,
the second leading scorer in the
league, averaging 21.6 ppg. Daniel
scored a career high 33 points in the
loss to Kentucky Wesleyan.
The Riverwomcn are also averaging 77 points per game while shooting 4S percent from the field. UM·St.
Louis is also outsCoring their opponents in !he flI"Sl half 188-161.
The Riverwomen were recognized for their play by receiving 13
votes in the past week's USA
Today/WBCA Top 25 poll.
lbe Riverwomen played host 10
Quincy over the .weekend in a conference match. Previously Quincy
has suuggled, posting a recored of 14 overall. Re.'iults were unavailable at
press time. UM-St. Louis holds all
11-8 advantage in the overall series
dating back to 1974.

~

Galn.s

Men'S
Basketball
vs Washington U.
7:30 p.1II., Sat. Dec. 18
vs North wood

7:30 p.1II., rue. Dec. 21
Women's
Basketball
vs Washington U.
5:30 p.m., Sat. Dec. 18
vs Ferris State

5:30 p.m., Tues .. Dec. 21

Hock ey
vs Dupage

/0,15 p.m.,Fri.jan. 7

at SIU-Edwardsvil le

tba,Sun. Jan. 9

Next Issue
In Sports
Hockey

Men 's/Women 's
Basketball

Kinworthy's column

Rams are still unproven despite playoff calibe r record

LA TEST Scoop

DAVE KINWORTHY

Yeah, the St. Louis Rams have
finally made it to the postseason.
The Rams have not beaten a winning learn aU season, and now they
are primed and ready to make a run
at clinching homefield advantage
until the Super Bowl.
Don't get me wrong, but there is
just something about the Rams that
is not right. They lost their only two
games of the season to the
Tennessee Titans and the Detroit
Liolls .
Those two teams command a lot
of respect from the league, and costly offsides penalties (Fred Miller)
and mental mistakes prevented the
Rams from winning those games

also.
The NFC West is by far the
weakest division in the National
Football League. The onJy team that
is close to thl": Rams is the Carolina
Panthers who do not even have a
.500 record.
The San Francisco 4gers have
been the biggest bust in a long lime .
The management problems they
have along with an inconsistent
quarterback and a shaky secondary
have destroyed the 4gers' dynasty.
The New Orleans Saints, led by
Mike Ditka, have traded away the
farm for Ricky Williams who has
been hampered by nagging injuries
all season long.

The Atlanta Falcons have been
destroyed by the injuries to Chris
Chandler and Jamal Anderson. They
are not what they were last season
when they made it to the Super
Bowl.
What will happen to the Rams
when they go against the wide
receivers from the Miunesoul
Vikings? Will their secondary final ly cmmble like it has shown signs of
doing earlier in the season?
Can Isaac Bruce, Tory Holt and
Az-Zahir Hakim handle the great
secondary of Jacksonville?
All of these questions need to be
answered, but have not yet because
of the lack of competition the Rams

have played. You can't tell me with
statistics that the Rams can compete
with the likes of Jacksonville and
even Da!1as yet because they have
not played the high caliber teams.
T hey will get a chance to prove
themselves worthy in the playoffs,
but tbey better not lose.
Anyway, I do have one thing
aOOm the Rams though that I do
like: Kun Warner. He has come
from nowhere to emerge as one of
the leading passers in the NFL.
The time Warner spent ill the
Arena Football League has helped
him make quick decisions while getting rushed this season.
Warner has been the heart and

soul of the Rams and has handled
the pressure with ease. He even was
quoted as saying any of the money
he may make in addition !O what he
makes now next season will all be
donated to charity. He represents
what any professional athlete
should: a gentleman.
Dick Vermeil, good luck when
you lead your team into the playoffs
not knowing if they can beat a winning teanl or not. But if the Rams do
get homefield adv3JlIage, just make
sure that they win at least one game.
Otherwise the season will be a huge
disappointment.
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OTHER NEWS
Oh, Christmas

Senate votes to split itself
BY BAlAN DOUGLAS

......... ·····ojTiJe·cu;;:eti,·si4/"···
The University Senate voted on
Tuesday to change the campus governance structure, dividing the roles of
the existing Senate between a Faculty
Senate and a University Assembly.
Mark Burkholder, chairperson of
the comminee which generated the
proposal, had stated earlier thaI the

purpose of the change was to streamline the campus governance process

and strengthen the role of the faculty
in the spirit of the Collected Rules
which
govern
the
campus.
Burkholder said the existing governance system was needlessly complicated and diluted faculty representation by spreading it between the
Senate and the F3Culty Council.
Although the proponion of student
representation is actually slightly
increased in the Assembly, some student members of the Senate voiced
concerns.
Controversy centered
around two amendments proposed by
student senator Josh Stegeman, both
of which the faculty voted down.
One of the amendments sought to
establish student membership on the
Sleering Committee of the Senate,
which also serves as steering committee for the Assembly. The Steering
Committee calls meetings, sets the
agenda, supervises elections, meets
with the Chancellor and coordinates
the activities of the two bodies.
Stegeman's amendment would have
placed two student seats on that commince. The governance proposal as
wrinen does not provide for any student seats on the Steering Commiuee.

Committee says change will strengthen role of
faculty, but students want more involvement
Ttm McBride, a faculty senator important work ..."
who served on the committee which
Another amendment proposed by
generated the governance revision, Stegeman sought to move the
and
Instruction
said the amendment ran counter to the Curriculum
Committee from the Senate to the
governance committee's intentions.
"One of the rationales [behind the Assembly. This amendment was also
revisionl is Lthat] the current defeated.
Burkholder pointed out that the
Executive Committee is quite large,
and we purgovernance proposal did allow
posely wanred
for a student
to keep it small
vOIce on the
to make it more
J'don't think that either Curriculum and
workable, and I
think adding a
one of the amendments rep· ln str ucti on
student would
resented any kind of threat Committee in the
form of two stuadd them disto faculty governance. It's dent members.
proportionate
just an attempt to keep stu·
D.
Mike
. to the other repBauer,
a
student
resentati ves."
dents from asserting any
comMcBride said.
kind of representational senator.
mented on the
McBride
power in University gover- amendments'
said the amendnance. defeat.
ment was nOI
" I can·t see
vital because
- D. Mike &luer any other reason
the govemance
Student Ser.ator for it than a bit of
revision
insecurity about
allowed persons who are
maybe
losing
some of their [the
not on the
Steering Conuniltee to meet with it to faculty's I power... " Bauer said. "1
don't think that either one of the
discuss agenda items.
Faculty senator Gail Ratcliff also amendments represented any kind of
spoke against the amendment, and threat to faculty governance. It 's just
said that because it would deal with an attempt 10 keep students from
academic matter.;, "the Faculty Senate asserting any kind of representational
is going to be dealing with the most power in University governance:·

---,,---

---,,---

Forgetting to take test
can cost students chance
to register for their classes
BY KEN DUNKIN

What you don't know may keep
you from being able to register for
classes.
It has been a standing policy at
UM·SI. Louis that students must take
an academic test to give ao estimate of
knowledge. The Academic Prome II
must be taken by undergraduate students before they reach 23 credit
hows. Students who haven', taken the
test and have 23 credit hours, will
have holds put on their accounts keeping them from registering, Students
with 90 or more credit hours must take
the same lest again.
"We want to be able to compare the
two scores and get an idea of knowl·
edge that was added through educa·
tion at UM-St. Louis," Simon said.
"We can't claim that they acquired all
the knowledge while at the University
but where they began with the test

n-ee •••

score and where they finished."
The 4O-minute lest is given over
100 times during a school year. There
is no registration fee for the test.
Students can attend any time but they
are asked to arrive five minutes early
with proper identification.
'i'his test is mandated by legislature," Simon said. "We aren'l trying to
be mean by making .students take this
test. We realize students are paying a
lot of money to attend, and we want to
protect their investment by making
sure their time spent here was money
well spent."
During a srudent's last semester at
UM·St. Louis he or she is required to
take a major field test. Students must
take a take to show how well they
have mastered in their major. The
School of Education uses the C-Base
which is given to students wishing to
apply for admissions to the school. It is
given to students when they get in the
45·65 credit hours range.

JOIN

OU~

C~EV\J!
The Current is looking for
smart humanOids who have a
talent for writing, taking
photos, selling ads, and
conquering the cosmos.
If any of these sounds like you, please contact us at 516-5174 .
The truth is out there.,. We look for it every week, Come
exploring with us!

Bauer said be did think the amendments' defeat would have a great
impact on students.
"1 think it's probably not going 10
affect us greatly," Bauer said,
leanne Zarucchi, chairperson of
the University Senate, said the governance process provided channels for
student opinion, and pointed out the
dangers of relying soldy on representatives.
"I don't think that participation by
students should be limited to having a
representative on a particular committee," Zarucchi said. 'That is an uncertain business because any given student representative may have to be
absent and may have to miss meetings. I think every student on this
campus is welcome to voice an opin·
ion ... " Zarucchi said.
Zarucchi said thafanyone wishing
to become involved in the governance
process had the opportunity to read
the Senate·s agenda, request information from the Senale Office, and
attend Senate meetings. She said students have not exercised these rights
very much in the past, but that there
was no reason they could not begin to
do so now,
According to the bylaws, the pr0posal must now be voted on by the
full-time, regular faculty. If passed, it'
would then go before the Board of
Curators.

Ke n Dunkin' n,.,O",\,Jlf

The Giving Tree in the Univeristy Center has paper gloves
which are to be taken and and real glove s to be returned.
The gloves are for needy children in the area ,

New computing tools are making life
easie r for UM·St. Louis researchers
BY .JO$H RENAUD

cluster," wrote Bill Welsh, a cbem-

R:~2:~e:~~ruv~;ry of ,o~f~:~i;~m~a~le~tt~"~abou~~tbis~.;.Ufse~~.1
Missouri--SL Louis are finding il ""a

much easier to solve complex problems t:hanlc; to some innovative new
tools developed by Campus
Computing.
One of those tools is a special
Beowulf·class cluster computer
called ValhaUa, Bcowulf clll~ters are
made of many ordinary computers
linked together in a network. The
resources of the computers are combined using special software, and the
cluster acts as one powerful machine,
able to perform many calculations at
the same time.
"Say you have two calculations
that could be done at the same time
because one is not dependent on the
resultS from another," explained Gary
Stielu', a senior who works in Campus
Computing as a department assjstant
"On one computer with one processor, you have to do one calculation
and then the next, so it takes [twice as
long]. If you have two computers
[connected in a clusterl, you CM start
one [calcuJationl on one processor
and one on another, and they will both
finish in the time it takes one to finish."
With as many as 14 computers
connected in this way, Valhalla is
often able to reach speeds of about
6,300 MHz when applications take
advantage of its parallel processors,
Stiehr said. By comparison, current
fast COIlSUlOer desktop computers run
at 600 MHz.
The ability to do many calcuJations at once makes Vallialla the perfect 1001 for researchers doing complex mathematical work.
"Calculations thaI took 40 to 50
hours on a workstation in my laboratory now take only 4 to 5 hours on the

design and discovery efforts on
project.'·
Because of Valhalla. researchers
like James Campbell, a management
infonnation systems professor, are
able to tackle harder problems and
create more realistic models than
before.
"A lot of the work that's been done
in the area I'm working on [trans(X>rtation netWorks J has been with
small data sets of five, 10,15,20, or
25 cities," Campbell said. "You can
say certain things with 10 cities, but
you don't know how general the conclusions you can draw will be. If you
can look at 200 cities ins~ of 10,
it's going to be a lot better,"
UM-St. Louis has given
researchers another powerful tool by
becoming a member of the ''lntemet2," a dedicated educational network
with much more band'A!idth than the
existing internet.
The original internet began as a
military and then a university
research netwodc Now it is dominated by commercial interests, Siegel
said, and most research projects won 'I
work in that environment.
'1be Intemet-2 basically provides
a very, very high-speed connection to
internet, but it will be limited to
researchers," Siegel said.
Researchers can solve problems
and create complex models on
Valhalla, but using the Internet 2, they
will be able to share their discoveries
in real time with colleagues around
the world.
"Nonnally a researcher has to be
on-site if you're doing testing in real
time and looking at images through a

me

Ken Dunkin' Jb;, C"1Tt'711

A paper sign hanging on a hardware rack welcomes visitors to
'Valhalla.' Valhalla is the name of UM-St. Louis' new Beowulf·
class cluster computer.

telescope, for example," said Jerrold
Siegel, coordinator of Campus
Computing. "You have to be there
because you need instantaneous feed back.. Now you'll be able to run the
machine as if it was in the next room.
[Intemet 2J removes the constraint of
locale."
A researcher like Welsh can
manipulate a three-dimensional
object, such as a molecule, and a colleague across the country can see the
model move in real-time, Siegel
explained. There is so much bandwidth, the two could even have a conversation as they both work on the
modeL
One point that has Campus
Computing officials smiling is the
price tag of the new tools. UM-St.
Louis' connection to lntcmet-2 actually cost nothing, Siegel said, and
Valhalla was relatively inexpensive to

bllild.

'i'his is really a win-win siruation," Campbell said. Valhalla "gives
us something we couldn't afford otherwise. For a state tmiversity, you
can't go out and buy a $50 million
supercomputer. It seems like we're
getting a tremendous resource at a
tremendous price."
The win-win situation appears to
have a brigbt future, as well. Stiehr
and Siegel both have big ideas on different applications for furure Beowulf
clusters and the Intemet·2.
"You know, the [student computing]labs arc closed at night," Siegel
said. "[What if] at night the lab
becomes a supercomputer, and during
the day it becomes a labT'
"Before, that wasn't a concept you
really thought about, because they
see RESEARCH
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Suspect charged College students and alcohol
Administration considers making U. Meadows dry
in U. Meadows
stabbing case
Grace said all of the suggestions
made by the Meadows residents
could be implemented.

BY ~OE HARRIS

seniOl: editor

bY ~OE HARRIS

The victim said the incident started
as a feud between residents of two
rooms. He said he was asked to come'
up 10 one of the rooms to make sure
nothing happened.
The victim said he thought the residents had worked out their differences, until someone came into the
room and punched one of the residents,
The victim said the person· who
had punched the Meadows resident
then ran out of the room. Hem, a
friend of the person who was
pUl'lChed, then allegedly ran after the
individual , the victim said.
The victim said he and another
person tried to stop Heth at the door
and didn't know Heth had a knife
until he was stabbed in the arm.
The victim was stabbed in the arm.
He spent the night in the hospital and
received seven compression stitches
and numerous internal stitches. He is
expected to make a full recovery.
Heth is not a UM-St. Louis student
or a resident of the Meadows. The
police relXlTt stated that Heth suffered
a cut leg in the incident

··'"· ~··-~;;;i~~· ~dit;;;··· ···· · ··

A man accused of stabbing a OMS!. Louis student at the University

Meadows on Nov. 20 has been
released on bail. Shane Heth has been
charged with second-degree assault
and armed criminal action.
James Smalley, assistant director
of Institutional Safety, said the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
police department originally applied
for a wanant on more severe charges.
"We applied for warrants against
the guy displaying the knife.
Originally it was first-degree assault
and armed criminal action," Smalley
said. "The prosecuting at~omey 's
office changed it to second-degree
assault."
Smalley said the UM-St. Louis
police department's investigation of
the incident is over.
Smalley said they have interviewed a!J of the witnesses who were
at the scene and have recorded their
statements. He said the next step is
setting a coun. date.

,

11.e Current

A meeting was held Dec. S at die
University Meadows clubhouse for
University of Missouri-St. .Louis
,administrators and Meadows residents to discuss ways to reduce alcohol-related incidents there. One solution may be making the Meadows a
dry complex.
G. Gary Grace, vice chancellor of
Student Affairs; Joanne Bocci, interim associate vice chancellor of
Student J,\.ffairs; Roben Roeseler,
director of the UM-St Louis police
depanment; and Bob Kennedy, director of University Meadows, met with
a group of approximately 20
Meadows residents. The adminisrra·
tors said they wanted student input on
solutions for the problem .
Residents voiced displeasure
about the inconsistency of the alcohol
policy enforcement. Residents suggested increasing the number of
house meetings and creating a
Meadows resident judicial board 10
hear appeals on· alcohol-related punisrunents.

"The house meetings and the judi-

cial kind of board . . . J think there
were some preuy constructive suggestions that were made by the Students that probably are going to go

much further than just discipline."
If an alternative solution is not

found. Grace said another option is to
make the Meadows a dry campus.
"The dry campus would be basi cally the same policy thai we have at
Seton Hall and the Honors College
and so forth that there will not be any

alcohol allowed on the propeny period," Grace said.
Grace said that policy, though the

most extreme, would provide consistency in alcohol-related enforcement.
Shawn

Wittenberg,

former

Meadows community assistant and
current resident, said he thinks many
~sidents would feel that part of their
experience would be taken away if
the Meadows were to go dry.
;'1think a lot of the reason students
come to live at the Meadows is
because of the experience of living on

your own while going [0 SChOOl,"
Winenberg said. "I think making it a
dry complex would take it away
somewhat."
Several recent incidents involving
alcohol have brought anention [0 the
problem. On Nov. 20, a Meadows
resident was stabbed during a conflict. The suspect allegedly was
drinking alcohol. More recently, a
resident fell off of a third-slory balcony while drinking at a party. The
resident suffered only rrunor injuries.
Bocci said 10 the group thai since
school started, 30 to 35 cases involving alcohol at the Meadows have
been brought to her attention.
'These are severe cases," Bocci
said. ''These were arrests have been
made or violence was involved ...
I'm regrening coming in on Monday
because it's like, what happened at the
Meadows !his weekend?"
Roeseler said he is concerned
about the safety of everybexly associated with the Meadows.
"I'm concerned not only for the
safety of (the residents), but for the
safety of the officers as we)!'''
Roeseler said. "For example, one of

my officers had a bottle thrown at
them (several weeks ago)."
Wittenberg said he would li ke to
see the Meadows management take a
more active role.
"I'd like to see the Meadows
upper management-wise become
more involved in interaction with the
residents instead of JUSt punishment,"
Wittenberg said.
Grace said there is no timetable for
any changes at the Meadows. He said
he would like to hold more meetings
with the residents before an official
plan of action is adopted.
Grace said if Meadows becomes a
dry campus, it would not be until next
school year.
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Chevy' Tracker" comes from the family of most dependable, longest-lasti ng trucks on the road :' And
now it comes with up to '2 ,300 in incentives. Plus, you can equip Chevy Tracker the way you want with
optional features like a luggage carri er, four-wheel drive, alloy wheels, cruise control and Remote Keyl ess
Entry, So, reap the rewards of higher education. See your local Chevy Dealer or go to
www.chevytracker.com for more information.

CHEVYTRACKER
Vehicle shown is a 4-Door, 4WD with available GM Accessories. 'Through 9 /3 0/~ co!l~se grads who are first-lime c.ar bu~ers can gel $800 off the purch~ or !ease price of ~y n.ew
Chevy Tracker when lhey qualify and finance through GMAC. Discount can be used III addll!on to most other rebates or Illcenllves that apply. tyo~ must ~a~e ~elaJl delivery from participating
dealer stock by 1/1 4/00 for Cash Back offer. Not available w~h special GMAC fin~nce .or lease. offers. GMAC m~s.t .approve. Dealer finanCial partiCipation may alffec~ consu~r cos~
.... Dependabitity based on longevity: 1981 -1998 full·line light-duty truck company registrations. Excludes other GM diVISions. ©1999 GM Corp. Buckle up, Amenca. 1-_00-95 . tHE.
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Outlet stores are another way to save holiday bucks
Are irregulars weith buying? Thai

BY S A NDY V A N

The Rebel Yell

(U-WIRE) LAS VEGAS Inere are a lot of items OUI there that
JUliet stores sell below retail because
.hey do not meet the manufacturer's
itandards.
These items are labeled as irregu.ar, damaged or factory second and
llake up less then 15 percent of the
Juliet's merchandise. The defect may
)C unnoticeable or obvious.
Sometimes there isn't even a
lefect: the manufacturer has si mply
,abeled the merchandi se as defective
:0 maintai n good relations with
lepartment stores that also carry the
:ompany's line. That way outlets and
:lepart:ment stores aren't direct com?C utors.

depends on what defects you are willing 10 accepl. Important things 10
remember are 10 took very carefully
and when in doubt, ask questions.
Vi sit
www.Outletbound.com
before you shop and request a VIP

Voucher. It is redeemable for coupons
and special offers worth hundreds of
dollars that are good at many participating outlet stores. The si te also
lets you search outlets by location,
stores, brands or product category.

Sometimes you can ask a store
manager for a coupon book. These
books are given to bus tour visitors,
usually not to individuals. Some
stores might give you one out of gen-

erosity. You might also get these
coupon books from £he C0510mer ser-

vice desk.

Ask lhe stores for early markdowns. Stores might let you buy an
item that is going to go on sale in tv.'o
weeks for the sale price. S ign up for
mailing lislS. You will receive
advance nOlice of sales as well as
possible discounts. If you are going
to buy a lot of Ihings al once, ask for
a vol ume discount.
Look oul for items that may have
never been sold in retail stores. M any
popular stores create their o wn lower
priced line with the same bmnd name
and style and sell them through the
outlet st01"CS. They may lack. quality
work or have something that the original mighl nOl have, such as plastic
buttons instead of wooden buttons.
M ost of the items made for the
outlets have "factory Slore" stamped
on the lag. Items from [he designer's

s
-• - --....

~fR~~

retail stores will have tags that are cut
in half or are marked with ink. When
in doubt, ask a salesperson.
Make sure to test the fabric for
quality. Take a handful of fabric and
squeeze hard, men release. An y item
except linen should keep its shape
and wrinkle very linle. The items
usually worth buying are those
marked irregulars. Irregulars have
very little noticeable flaws. Clothing
markeO seconds is not wonh buying
because it usually has very big flaws.
Also, try 10 skip clothes that are 100
percent silk, because they rarely hold
their shape or color for very long.
Ask. the store about its refund and
exchange policies. There may be duferenl policies for the holidays.
Before you buy, find out if the item
can be returned only through the out-

leI Slores, their full priced retail stores
or through the mail. To defend yourself, save the tags. It may say. "all
sales are final," but if you want to
return it, look for a defect. If the gar·
rnent was not marked imperfect in
the first place, you may get a refund.
If you find an item you like better that
COSLS more. you might ask the manager to use your "all sales are final"
garment toward the purchase price.
Don't always assume thai outlet
stores have the lowest prices. Some
outlet stores mix full price items with
discounted hems. So if a retail store is
havi ng a sale. it may be cheaper to
buy from the retail store than theoullet store. Do your homework at the
retail slOres and then expect to pay at
least 25 percent less at the outler.
store. Also, disregard the suggesteO

retail price because these are often
exaggerated to make items look really cheap,
Here's a handy list: for checking
items:
Bath towels: Are the hems even?
Are the stitches near the ends tight?
BelLS: Full-grain leather is twice as
!hick. as split grain leather, which
wears out quickly.
Dress Shirts: Thm the shirts inside
out to see if the lining at the collar and
armholes are sewn well. Try and buy
items that arc 100 percent two-ply
cotton because they stand up better
than polyester blends in repeated
washings.
T-shirts: There should be strong
stitching around the neck, shoulder
seams and armholes.

were separate computers:' Stiehr said.
"Now that we are clustering different
computers, anywhere you have a
bunch of separate machines. the)' can
be strung together."
Intemet-2 access wiU be available
to UM-St. Louis researchers very
soon, Siegel said, while Valhalla is
operational right now. Siegel said he
wasn 't sure how heavy the demand for

the new tools might become.
"Campbell is a good example of
somebody who is going to try problems. techniques and solutions that he
wouldn ' t have without [these
resources]," Siegel said. "So the question is., how many other people like
that arc there out there? This is really
just the tip of the iceberg, I believe."

Pulliam Journalism Fellowships

're

-ed

Graduating college seniors are invited to applY' for lIle 27th
annual Pulliam Jownalism Fellowships. We win grant lO-week
s ummer internships to 20 journalism or liberal arts majors in the
August 1999-June 2000 graduating_classes.
Previous internship o r parHime experience at a newspaper is
desired_ Winners will receive a $5,..500 stipend and will work at
either TIu! IndialUlpolis Slar or The Arizona Republic.
Early-admissions application postmark deadline is Nov. 15, 1999.
By Dec. 15. 1999. up to five early-admissions· winners will be
notified. All other enmes must be postmarked by March 1, 2000.
To request an application packet, visit our Web site, e-mail us or

write:

Russell B. Pulliam

~Y!!J!

Fellowships Director
[ndianapolis Newspapers
P.O. Box 145
Indianapolis, IN 46206
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At these p .. ices, it's too bad
1IVe don't sell cal's.

Moybe one doy we will sell cors, food ond everything else you need. But right now, irs greot deols on textbooks every doy. You con sove up to 40%, ond you'll get your books
in 1 to 3 doys. Not thot you would, but don't sweol using 0 credit cord. VorsiiyBooks.comis 100%guoronteed secure. Try soying thot ooout 0 new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS .
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
•

(314)
516·5316

CLASSIFIED
RATES

Otberwise, cJasrified aduertising is$10for 40 words 0 " less in grai~ lex!/on1UJl. Bold and CAPS fetters Qrefree., AJI
dassijifXis nwg be prepaid by cbeck. money order or credit card. Deadline is fbursday at 3 p.m. prior /(J pub/ica/ion.

•

•

~

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current

FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!
SPRING BREAK '2000

StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to
promote Spring Break 2ooo!
Organize a small group and

•

travel FREE!! Top campus reps
can earn Free nips &
over $10,000! Choose
Caneun, Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-Line log In and
win FREE Stuff, Sign Up

Now On Line!
www.StudentClty.com
or 8001293-1443

Spring Break 'DO
Help yourself by filling out an
application at: Cord Moving &.
Storage, 4101 Rider Trail N

•

Eanh City, MO 63045 , Or call
(800) 873 -2673 ext. 179 for
additional info on job opportunities for full time I weekend I part time positions,
$8,OO/hr to start,
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Single MD needs live.ln

'92 Subaru Loyal

mother's helper for
before/after childcare, school
transportation, evening
assitance and every other
weekend AM childcare. Room,
board, use of car, stipend.
Vicki after 6: 6n'4950 or
intmdvd@aoLcom

Station Wagon, 4 wheel dr.,
AC, 103,000 miles, excellent
condition , inspected, new
tiresl exhaust, call 918-7189.
60V
Tall brown haired

male college student $50
OBO contact
highpockets@yawmail,com

Part time Income

New Environmentall conscious
company expanding in area
seeks friendly personnel who
wish to earn an extra
$1000/mo. PT/ FT training
available. (omm./Bonus
Ask for Darrick 432-0667

ONCe (Ail ED

ME AT

1.

PSss@ii .. ·

IN

'2 -D o~'s

MORNING.

WHAtkE 0 MORE

1 0 ~ E L P HI",
BURY A SOOY

OuTS JOE

GuYS 1HA,J
:roE PE S'

,

NEVADA.
'83 Pontiac Bonneville
4 dr, autol AC / Radio / ( ruise
White Walt TIres like new '

$1300 call Bob

@

x. 6750

AST Laptop Computer

Model XJ1144, Windows 3.1,

Craders(Tutors Wanted

200 MB Hard Disk, 3. 5 floppy,

A west county mathematics
and Reading learning center
is hiring part·time
graders / tutors helping chil ·
dren ages 3 to 15. We offer
competitive salary, fl exible
schedule and rewarding working environment. Interested
candidates please call 636·

14.4 modem , $7500BO
Ask for Rob 916-1005 or

537-5522.
e-mail: jchan@fnmail .com

608-9840

'77 4x4 ito" Custom
Dodge Van

.

17' long, 7' high, 30" wheels,
8" clearance, 360 inl mopar
power, auto trans, power
steering, power brakes, ac,
stereo, starts right up, Must

work next se
The Current has lots of positions available for
writers, advertiSing, and photography.
Give us a ca(L You'l( like it here.

516·5174

sell as Is $1500. Call 522·6040
Wanted

Help loading/unloading a
truck. Mostly boxes + several
furniture items and a washing
machine. Call John 516-5745
please leave message

West County P,...Scllool
I Hiring.full time &. part time
(,

assistants. We will work with
your schedule....C..aU~arb 0
Susie at 458-4540.

College Students

wanted to teach 4 yr old
autistic child in our home. 12
hours per week, $10.00 per
hour. Must be e nergetic ,
patient , and willing to learn.
Complete training provided.
Call Kelly at 636·451·4608,
west county location.

Chlldcare Gi ver Needed

•

for two boys, 6 and 7 1/2,
from 3:30 p.m., Mon-Fri , 10·
12 hrs / wk ,Must have own car.
U. City. Call Sue at 725·5881

Caffeine Study

Earn $ 1 5 for completing a 2
hr study on how caffeine
affects memory and atten ·
tion. Call Dr. Kelemen in the
Psychology Dept. (516-5395)
for an appointment.

Some of the b eat.hour-.

you can find are right here on
campus. Totally flexible. Most
positions avaitable are paid.
Work only with students and
a staff advisor. Positions
available: fea tures edi tor,
advertising associate, photography associate, news editor,
news assistant.
Call The Current for details,

•

Spring Break 2000 . Cancun,
Jamaica For 10 years , Class
Travel International (CTI ) has
distinguished itself as the
most reliable student event
and marketing organization in
North America. Motivated
Reps can go on Spring Break
Free &. earn over $10,OOO!
Contact us today for details !

Stock up for
second semester,
Gel some great
experie~e,

Eam an excellent
hourly wage,

1998 Robinson SST BMX
bike, perfect condition, new
racing saddle and back pegs.
Asking $150, call 516-7538 for
more info.

Join our team for

special holiday
assignments.

• City
• Suburb.

• Full Time

516·51 83.
CaU today.

• Part Time
• Temporary Assignments

More Money, Less Time

Earn $1200· $2100 /mo.
5-10 hrs / wk solvi ng the per·
sistem p roblent of Asthma &.
Allergies In books . Call Steve
@ 579 ·0n2 for mOfe details.
Fat man with beard

Eam Free Trips and Cash!

Make some money.
'87 Nisan Maxima
4 door, Power windows, power
locks, cruise, power steering,
tlltwheel, new altenator, new
clutch, new brakes, new bat·
tery, 4 new tires, $1500, 618288·69n
Serious inquiries only.

looking for work:
Likes children, experience
breaking/entering, leaves lit·
tle presents everywhere, has
nine reindeer that leave little
presents everywhere.
Experience in management.
Interested, leave note out
night of Christmas Eve.

2 Bedroom plus home
located 1128 Sunset Ct.
Pasadena Pk. CIA, Carpet,
Refrigerator, Stove, Parking in
rear. Too many extras to mention. 5550.00 per month, 2
months security deposit. Call
Mrs. Jones 360-1565.

Provide special services
on your holiday break.
We offer excellent compensation
and a great working environment.
Forward your resume or call today
for immediate consideration:

BURNS INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY SERVICES

Replacement Needed

at University Meadows.
Female of male space available. You can move to any
apartment in Meadows , Also
you can choose your roommates! You can move in right
now, Call now 516·7919.

Fox: 314·231·2165
Phone: 314·231·2122 ext. 16
Ask for Aimee

Enterprise

800 / 328·1509.
W'W'N. c1asstravel intI. com

O'Leary's Restaurant

is looking for outgoing people
who want to earn top wages
in the food industry. Are you a
mottvated team player inter·
sted in working in a fun and
relaxed atmosphere? If so, we
want you! Immediate
Openings Available for:
Servers, Kitchen Help
Apply at 3828 S. Lindbergh
Sunset Hills, MO 63127
Clerical

Prominpnt manufacturing
comparfy located 5 minutes
from campus seeks individual
interested in PART TIME office
work . Duties in clude filing ,
data entry, light typing and
telephone. Excellent Pay, and
flexib Le Hours - Argo Products
Company 3500 GoodfelloW

Blvd., 385-1803

I

SALE!!! SALE!!! SALE!!!

Wheels for sale: 16 inches, 5
star shape, factory finish,
chrome logs , very clean.
All four sets for just $400.00
(negotiable) interested, con ·
tact EMEKA at 516 ·n20

Student Group
Fundraising $500 • $1000

Guaranteed!
ITS· FREE · ITS EASY · ITS FUN
CaU now (or details

800·592-2121 x.725
This offer is valid through
11 / 30/ 99 only.

'9 2 Grand Am, Grey, 4Dr .

Cruise , til t wheel, AlC,
6 speake r stereo, 71 ,xxx
miles , Excellent condition.

$4,750 (314) 921-8894
' 94 Toyota Corolla

White, 4 dr, auto trans.,
power windows, ce ntral locking, AIC, CD shuttle, Radio &.
Tape, Mag wheels, Excellent
condition. 84,000 miles.
$6,000 onco. Must Sell
Ma lcolm @ 868-9473

Tal Chi and Qlgong
(Taoist Yoga)

Private and Group Instruction,
Beginners to Advanced,
Emphasizing Wellness and
Stress Relax . Use Med ical
Qigong, he rbs to Heal Chronic
Disease. For informa ti on, call
SirFu Sam who has studied Tai
Chi and Qigong since 1970 at
(31 4 ) 994-9095 or email to
s920252@admi ral.umsl.edu

I

Are yo u looking to work PART· TIME weekends?
Want to CREATE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE?
Do you want to start out at up to $7.75 PER HOUR?
We are currently looking fo r individuals with excellent communication skills
and a positive, enthusiastic attitude to assist our 1-800 customers as

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES.
*Work a minimum of 15 hours per week
* Business Casual Dress
*Paid Training
*Great Career Opportunities
"' Fu ll a nd Part-time days & evenings also available.

If interested, call our CAMPUS HOTLINE at
1-800-235-9166 TODAY!!!!!
National Reservation Center
2650 South Hanley Road
St. Louis, MO 63 144 EOE

,
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Many activities available to welcome new y ear
BY ANNE PORTER

······················siaj/a;;ociale ·

Everyone is worried about Y2K.
Before all the panic attacks begin and
all the: banks and automobiles cannOi
operate. everyone should kick it off

with a memorable time on New Year's
Eve. The final calendar day to be
marked 19- is quickly approaching,
and it is time to decide where to be at
the long-awaited stroke of midnight.
For that distAnt allure, hop a plane.
Explore some: other city. Remember,

though, 10 check travel limes as many
airplanes have travd restrictions.
Katherine Romine, a lIM·SI. Louis
senior majoring in communication. has
two possible options this New Year·s.
hI think I might be going to
Qucago,'· Romine said.
She explained that her friend there
has a house overlookin!;! Lake
Michigan. If not Chicago, Ro;Une said
she would slay in to\.\'11 and go to
Soulard to check Out the scene.
Other cities near SI. Louis that ~
within driving distance include Kansas

City, Memphis, and New Orleans.
Local L"OIlCerts that include excellent
pc rfo~n; are Johnnie Johnson al
Blueberry Hill and Mesh and Stir al
Stage Left .. Latin lovers can find the
nair with Javier Mendoza at the
Firehouse. 1l1ere will even be Elvis
sightings at the Casino Queen's Club
Sevens, when "rile King" cdebra.les
the holiday with The Elvis Tribute.
Theater buffs can enjoy performances of "Into the Woods·' at the
Repertory Theatre of S1. Louis. The
Bissell Mansion Rest.aUr:lnt nnd Di'lIler

Theater and the Lemp Mansion offer
mystery dinner theaters.
Other possibilities for the over-2 1
crowd include bar hopping on a visit to
the Landing, Soulard, or the Central
West End. All these areas have many
bars, ale houses, and dance clubs in
close proximity to each other, so there
is less of need 10 travel great distances.
For those who are opting for the home
advantage, the house offers methods to
millennium madness.
Throwing a party honors the classic
way to ring in the new year. 11le small

food and drink. Since many college ~
students do have to work, tribule has to
be paid 10 them. Mike Funaidi. a UM·
SI. Louisjuniormajoring in mass communieations. ;s one of those working
students.
t··Right now it looks like I'll be '"
working until 10 p.m., so if I'm loclcy,
one of the guys there will have a
party," Funaidi said.
So for everyone, whatever you do
this millennium celebration, have a
festive and safe time.
'

gCHogether complete wilh favors,
food , and beverages that includes fam·
ily and friends can make a great alter·
nalive without leaving the comfort and
convenience of your horne. Movies,
board garnes, and baking could pro-vide activities that include all members
of the party. For the roman tics out
there, a candlelight dinner with Iloating watcr.roses can create a very ele·
gant and romantic setting. If someone
does not want to al1cmpt a culinary
concoction, many local establishments
offer New Year's packages with both

GRANTEE R , from page 3

TALKIES.
fronz p age 3 ............. -........................
.........................................................

have a lot to teach them. if they're willing to listen," Granteer said. "It's
exu-emely stimulating, both imeUCClual ly and physically, the camaraderie
and the energy that's gencr:J.led by a

as few as 25 people to as many as pendent films, as opposed to the
marketed
Hollywood
50. Some arc Tivoli regulars, wh \lc heavily
movie,
or
to
s
upport
a
director or
others patronize the theater less fre·
quently. Although discussions can ....nter who's really trying 10 PUI a
cover a wide variety of topics, point across rather than someth.ing
Sweet said the direction con versa· thaI just sells well," Shamleffer
lions take is' largely influenced by said.
The Tuesday Talkies are also an
the personalities of the attendees.
" Someone with a technical back· excellent way for movie lovers to
ground. who's worked in, say, stage see films in a setting other than the
production, will always mention run·of·the-mill multiplex.
The 75·year·old theater under·
costumes and lighting," Sweel said,
went
an extensive renovation in
"while someone who's worked in
1994
to
closely restore it to the way
writing or just reads a 101 will
always notice phrases in the charac· it appeared when it firs t opened .
The omale ceilings and prosce·
Rafae' Macias /TMCurnnt ..
ters' dialogue."
nium
arches in the building have a The main lobby of the Tivoli Theatre
Because the Tivoli specializes in
~
specialty, art and foreign films, the nostalgic feel that complement the
862-1 100. There is no charge to
Tuesday Talkies al so provides a memorabilia and classic movie organizers have tentatively decided attend the meeting although atten·
posters
that
line
t~e
walls
in
the
to
disc
uss
the
7:20
p.m.
showing
of
way for filmgoers to become better
dees will pay regular ad mission
"Being John Malkov!ch."
acquainted with movies outside the lobby.
The next meeting of the Tuesday
Those wishing to attend are prices to see the film.
cinematic mainstream.
·'It's a nice way to support inde· Talkies will be Tuesday, Dec. 14; fr''''
,;,.k~,d=t~o~'~'~''=th~e=th~e~''~'~t~,~t~(~3~14~)=============,1>

--,,--She gets along with

group ofpcople with a goal in minci"
Baumann believes Grameer's anitude extends beyond her classmates to

everybody". I've never heard
anybody e ver say anything
bad about Shirtey.

everyone who surrounds her.
"She has a rapport with people,
period," Baumann said. "She gels

Archaeo1ogy lecturer

along with everylxxly.l've never heard
anylxxly ever say anything bad about
Shirley."
Granteer is looking forward to a
so:ond imemship next semester at the
Missouri HiSlOrical Society, where she
will likely focus on North American
collections. She hasn't made any defi·
nite post·graduation plans, but she's
leaning toward getting a master's

• Tim Baumann

- -,,--degree in museum studies.
She hasn't ruled out the possibility
of beginning an entirely new career.
Whatever she decides, she has just one
condition.
"I will nOl give up digging,"
Gr:lmeer said. "It's great fun."

..................

•
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• FREE TEST. with immediate results.
detects pregnancy 10 days after it beg ins.
. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &. ASSISTANCE.
All services ate free and confidential.

R NNi'N

....................................._

.'

•

This little snowman is
good enough to eat!
SEND THE F TO"
LET I T SNOW'
GOURMET TOWER_

Pregnant?

Lf

This cIlam'Wlg SI1O'WITI3fl Is actuat,t IiYee
layers of gcx.amet tmats sure to make !he
hOlidays rTIOA'I taste . Gor:x»es include
l.lndt" cOOcoIate truffles, pnvale blend
coHee. and lots of Hickory Farms-

favorites.

N

For submission
guidelines see our
box outside the English Department
or
e-maiJ us at LitMag2000 @hotmail.com

},/f.,w,\ZZ/'. tlOm llT, InC.
7 Nonh Oaks Pl:ua, SI. Louis, MO 63121
(l14) l8J~576 (8111)) 972-8305
o , _ _ _ _ ~t!O.
."~'--'''~_~'''''-''_d_·
_~t!O.
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Great

For
Hire

S ~ecials

t

Carryout only
- 2 Medium 1 topping pizzas

$10.99
Carry out or Deliver
- Large Stuffed Crust 1 topping
pIzza

$9.99

.Currenrly looking for dependable
drivers to deliver.
Earn up to $5_60 " $6.00 per hour
plus rips.

Call today 521-1113

Need a JOB?

III'#H~MLI
An FDX CompanJj
We are currently looking for people to load and unload delivery vans and trai lers
on our early morning shifts (2:30 AM ) and evening shifts (4:30 PM) at our locations
in 51. Louis. Start at S8.00-S8.S0thr and work up to S9.00-S9.S0thr after 90 days.

'Advancement .opportunities 'NO Weekends 'Tuition Reimbursement
'Approximately 4-5 hours a day
'Weekly Pay
. If interested, come and apply at the times & days listed below.
Tues., Thurs.,
1 :00 p,m. ·4:30 p.m.

~

~f an"'u"'~"'
~[~I [Xl · ~t
&
M1~rI Bottom Ad. :5

Know 10-key?
Positi on s available
i mmediately

TEXTBOOKS ONLINE. SAVE UP TO 40%.

FREE SHIPPINGr

Mon. , Wed., Frl.,

1 :00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m .

,

o

•

f

0

5434 Eagle Ind. Ct.
Hazelwood, MO 63042

1-800-872-7296 ext. 6927

Sklnkef BI'o'd.

EOE/AA

6150 Olille Ln.

Must be at least 18 years of age.

St. LouIs, MO 63112

. , . BlGWOfIOI, Inc.

